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April 7, 2022

Renewal Feedback
 New strategic plan*
 Host smaller topical discussions to increase engagement
 Increase visibility of student involvement
 Develop plans for outreach and engagement with tribal
organizations and HBCU’s
 Federal agencies were strongly encouraged to engage
partners from across the CESU community (e.g., smaller
institutions, minority serving institutions, NGO’s)

Strategic Plan Survey Results

Katie Kline
kkline@umces.edu

Participation

Priorities

Thinking in terms of strategic planning, on which area(s) do you think we need
to focus? Where could the CESU improve the most?
1. Act more like a hub:
a) Encourage partnerships
b) Foster collaborations
c) Host more events (e.g., seminars, networking, etc.)

2. Attract HBCU’s and scholars working in social justice and inclusivity fields
3. Attract more experts experienced with historical and environmental preservation
4. Link all research to climate change
5. Provide funded opportunities for students, especially diverse students
6. Some concern about number of non-federal partners – suggested that effort be made to engage
with existing network members more

Federal Partner Responses

JEDI

JEDI
 “Part of the Cultural Resources Funding goes to JEDI projects and the CESU has done a
great job in finding university and other partners to collaborate with.”
 “Some of the research done and the scholars engaged have expanded the agency's
understanding of inequity historically and with current populations we serve.”
 “While a fair number of projects our agency has advanced through CESU agreements
address studies of underrepresented stories and resources, the researchers involved have
not been equally diverse and the projects themselves often do not engage diverse
stakeholders from the communities concerned.”

How can we improve JEDI within the CHWA CESU?
 Develop and publish a diversity statement
 Engage with more HBCU’s and Tribal organizations/universities
 Host an event that features HBCU’s/diverse researchers to facilitate engagement with federal
partners
 “Featured Expert” in newsletter
 Additional suggestions related to JEDI?

Strategic Growth
The CHWA CESU currently has the largest number of both federal (12) and non-federal partners (62).
Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the current number of non-federal research partners
within the CHWA CESU?

Partner Quality
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: The current quality of nonfederal partner institutions is sufficient to help me connect with relevant partners to meet my needs.

What led you to select that response regarding the current quality of nonfederal partners?
 “There are not as many historians specializing in the types of studies that my office conducts. It
would be good to have more professors and students focused on public history, national register
and national historic landmark work as well as American historical contexts.”
 “CHWA CESU brings the creativity and innovation of research to the table for the feds. We need
to continue to grow the partnerships. The door needs to remain open to other institutions and
agencies.”
 “We have access to great non-federal partners.”
 “Many strong institutions”

Are there any areas of expertise that you would like to see better represented
among the non-federal partners?
 “It would be good to have stronger organismal scientists, especially in plant biosystematics and
plant ecology.”
 “Federally endangered species surveys and monitoring.”
 Additional suggestions related to the non-federal partners?

Student Engagement

What led you to select that response for your level of satisfaction with the
number of student engagement opportunities associated with CESU projects?
 “Students are always included. I think NGOs need to step up a bit more in providing student
opportunities.”
 “There could be better opportunities to train students in our cultural resource sub-specialties,
but it takes committed professors and agency staff time to properly oversee the work.”
 “We have been able to attract great students.”

Please provide any suggestions you have for increasing student opportunities
and engagement.
 “Make student participation a requirement to compete for the work.”
 “Encouraging institutions to organize practicum-style coursework around federal agency
projects.”
 “We see a need for more students from diverse backgrounds to engage in scientific research
across the board.”
 “Better recruitment by the faculties.”
 “Make more robust use of listserv/newsletter?”
 Additional suggestions related to student opportunities and engagement?

Additional Feedback and Suggestions
 “Love the experts database! Perhaps expand that and encourage more participation both among
non-federal partners and federal partners. Advertise so it gets more use..”
 “Recommend building in feedback and accountability measures to track progress/improvement
in goal areas across five years.”
 “What's after the Strategic Plan? Are you creating annual work plans? It would be helpful to put
that requirement up front in the strategic plan.”
 “It will be remarkable if CHWA CESU strategic plan does not include climate change.”
 Additional feedback or suggestions?

Non-Federal Partner Responses

JEDI

What led you to select that response concerning JEDI outcomes within the
CHWA CESU?
 “There don't seem to be enough funding opportunities with JEDI focus (or at least that focus is
not being emphasized in the funding announcement).”
 “Improved JEDI outcomes has become a top priority at academic as well as state and federal
agencies over the last several years. Virtually all education, research, outreach, and employment
opportunities now require significant consideration of JEDI issues. All problems are not yet
solved, but we are definitely more mindful of systemic and inherent bias and are working to
improve.”
 “I do not now really know about CESU support of JEDI. It is not readily available on the website.”
 “I think the CESU has prioritized expanding the non-federal partners to include HBCUs and other
minority or underserved groups. This is great progress. The question above refers to the projects
being conducted, and the extent to which those projects incorporate JEDI outcomes would be
driven by the federal sponsor. Therefore it is tough to answer this question.”

Please provide any suggestions you have for improving JEDI within the CHWA
CESU.
 “Seeking students from a variety of backgrounds to facilitate the future efforts of CESU is the
bedrock on which CESU can grow.”
 “JEDI issues related to cultural issues are certainly of value, but more JEDI related to science
research areas would be appreciated.”
 “Forums for partner presentations besides the meetings.”
 “Workshops for CESU partners.”
 “Sustained long-term commitment.”
 “Student fellowship programs.”
 “Coordinate with the Chesapeake Bay Program DEIJ Action Team.”
 “Opportunity for expanding or amplifying the CESU informational network so partners can reach
a wider audience in their own JEDI activities?”

Strategic Growth
The CHWA CESU currently has the largest number of both federal (12) and non-federal partners (62).
Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the current number of non-federal research partners
within the CHWA CESU?

What led you to select that response regarding the current quality of nonfederal partners?
 “My philosophy is the more the merrier. While it opens more competition, it also opens
opportunities for innovative collaborations.”
 “Seems like the CESU has been focusing on growth with a lot of new partners added in recent
years. I'm not sure how that in itself helps the core mission, unless partners are actually engaged
in projects (seems like most of us aren't). Feels a bit like just adding members to get the numbers
up.”
 “More is better until it is not. Rapid addition of partners increases the size of the network, but
may not actually provide tangible benefits.”
 “Seems like a high number of engaged non-federal groups.”
 “I like how many different non-federal partners are part of the CHWA CESU.”
 “There seems to be a wide representation of organizations in the region based on the number of
opportunities.”

Number of Federal Partners

What led you to select your response regarding the current number
of federal partners?
 “Wish there could be MORE federal partners participating.”
 “I would like to see USEPA as a partner.”
 “These agencies represent the key partners in the watershed.”
 “Seems like a high # of of engaged non-federal groups.”
 “I'd like to see more federal agencies involved (for example, I had a recent conversation with a
colleague at the Federal Aviation Administration who was interested, but that would likely require
US DOT participation).”
 “The EPA would be useful. Clarity about partners in the DoD world might be helpful (and could fill
in options).”

Student Engagement

Please describe any challenges you have encountered when trying to
incorporate student engagement opportunities in your funded projects.
 “My university is undergraduate only institution. Engaging students during the school year is a
little difficult to align their schedules with mine.”
 “Many of the available projects that need our institutional support do not have a ‘student’
timeline with a focus on most research being completed during summers when students are
available.”
 “Conducting efficient field research on a tight budget does not always lend itself to including
students. Sometimes the technical skills required are beyond what students can be trained to
provide on short notice. When significant travel is involved, adding student labor can add
expenses and additional time from existing staff for training.”
 “Limited funds. The project budgets barely cover the costs of the basic work. Adding in students
who are supported to work on these projects causes the budgets to be too large. Additional funds
that would be part of projects for student engagement would be needed.”

Please provide any suggestions you have for increasing student opportunities
and engagement among CESU projects.
 “We have lots of students looking for opportunities, but don't see the opportunities to connect
these students that much locally for whatever reason (so they are are going to Acadia Institute
instead).”
 “Perhaps have call for abstracts for members in the CESU on research topics and host research
conference. It can be virtual to avoid costs. Representatives from agencies and nonprofit can be
judges and this may increase the pipeline of students who may enter into those fields with
federal and nonprofit organizations.”
 “Just remind federal partners that many partners are undergrad-serving institutions and thus the
best way to increase student opps is to ask for support that can be completed during summers.”
 “In some circumstances it would help to include extra budget for including students. They don't
necessarily replace trained staff in the field and they add additional cost to travel and logistics.”

Additional Feedback and Suggestions
 “Indigenous inclusion. Again, what they offer to conservation is well beyond what a laboratory
can envision.”
 “More ways to connect partners, even to help develop new initiatives and projects among
multiple partners. Affinity groups or other opportunities for individuals at partner institutions to
connect even if not necessarily on funded projects.”
 “Would agencies have a common interest or need that universities could support- e.g., sea level
rise adaptation planning or risk assessment?”
 “Climate Change, Plastic Pollution”
 “Using the CESU partnership to share best practices overall would be good. I appreciate the
annual meeting, but a 4 hour meeting is too short to justify travel in non-covid times (recommend
thinking about lengthening the annual meeting to at least a day of content, which in turn builds
more time for engagement).”

Additional Feedback and Suggestions
 “Any assistance that could be provided to connect educational members with agency partners
would be helpful. Often the gap that exists between these two groups means that the agencies
do not know what a university could do (and thus don’t get asked).”
 “Overall, the CESU is a valuable structure and system for engagement; we appreciate everyone's
hard work to make this happen.”
 “I appreciate the emails that are sent out periodically with funding information. They tend to be
related to jobs, fellowships, internships (which are all important). lately there have been more
related to project funding. Helping the national CESU network establish a national database of
expertise would really be appreciated (I know CW was trying to do this).”

Additional Feedback
or Suggestions?
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